Origin of Deep Subgap States in Amorphous Indium Gallium Zinc Oxide: Chemically Disordered Coordination of Oxygen
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The origin of the deep subgap states in amorphous indium gallium zinc oxide (a-IGZO), whether intrinsic to the amorphous structure or not, has serious implications for the development of $p$-type transparent amorphous oxide semiconductors. We report that the deep subgap feature in a-IGZO originates from local variations in the oxygen coordination and not from oxygen vacancies. This is shown by the positive correlation between oxygen composition and subgap intensity as observed with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. We also demonstrate that the subgap feature is not intrinsic to the amorphous phase because the deep subgap feature can be removed by low-temperature annealing in a reducing environment. Atomistic calculations of a-IGZO reveal that the subgap state originates from certain oxygen environments associated with the disorder. Specifically the subgap states originate from oxygen environments with a lower coordination number and/or a larger metal-oxygen separation.
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Amorphous In-Ga-Zn-O (a-IGZO) is a technologically important transparent amorphous oxide semiconductor (TAOS) for the production of thin film transistors (TFT).\textsuperscript{1–5} The superior carrier mobility of a-IGZO, $\sim 10 \text{ cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$ versus $\sim 1 \text{ cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$ in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), combined with low temperature large area deposition compatibility and overall superior device stability have made a-IGZO the clear choice for n-type TFTs even when transparency is not a design consideration.\textsuperscript{2–4} It is known that the improved semiconducting properties of a-IGZO versus traditional covalent amorphous semiconductors (e.g. a-Si:H) are a consequence of the insensitivity to disorder of the overlap of the spherically symmetric metal s-orbitals that form the conduction band minimum (CBM) in a-IGZO.\textsuperscript{6–8} 

a-IGZO films grown in oxygen deficient conditions form deep subgap states, which manifest as features above the valence band maximum (VBM), as shown by hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES).\textsuperscript{9} In general the optical and electronic properties of devices that utilize a-IGZO active layers are strongly dependent on the number and type of subgap states present. In addition to the loss of transparency, these states are detrimental to the performance of a-IGZO based TFT devices. The foremost being the negative bias illumination stress instability, which results in a negative threshold shift.\textsuperscript{10–12} Moreover, the deep subgap states form a flat band above the VBM, which if intrinsic to TAOS, would seriously hinder the mobility of any holes formed.\textsuperscript{7} 

Although the importance of these states is well established, their origin is a subject of debate. Recent publications have claimed that these subgap states are associated with structurally unrelaxed oxygen vacancies.\textsuperscript{13–16} Since the creation of oxygen vacancies is the conventional method of n-type doping transparent conducting oxides low temperature deposition of n-type doped a-IGZO currently seems to require trading optical transparency for electrical conductivity.\textsuperscript{8} However, vacancies are a vague concept in a structurally amorphous system. Recent density functional theory (DFT) studies of amorphous zinc tin oxide (a-ZTO) have also cast doubt on the role of oxygen vacancies, suggesting that deep subgap states in a-ZTO are linked to oxygen coordination.\textsuperscript{17} 

Here, we combine x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and atomistic electronic structure calculations to determine the microscopic origin of the subgap state in a-IGZO. We find the intensity of the subgap feature has a positive correlation with the oxygen content of the films, in variance with oxygen vacancy as the origin. Moreover, we demonstrate the ability to remove the subgap feature by low-temperature annealing in a reducing environment.
Computational studies of stoichiometric a-IGZO display subgap features, further confirming that oxygen vacancies are not the cause of these states. Instead, the subgap feature is dependent on the local coordination of the oxygen environment. Details of the growth of the a-IGZO films under oxygen rich and deficient conditions, and the optical absorption and structural (x-ray diffraction, XRD and transmission electron microscopy, TEM) analysis are included in the supplementary information. Also, included are details of the ‘melt and quench’ approach and density functional theory calculations used for modeling the a-IGZO.

Films grown in our oxygen rich growth conditions did not display a deep subgap feature despite being amorphous. Figure 1 summarizes our structural and optical results from XRD, TEM and spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. We note that no deep subgap feature is observed in the corresponding HAXPES for the oxygen rich samples. These data suggests that the subgap feature is related to oxygen vacancies. However, careful compositional studies as a function of subgap evolution using XPS rule out oxygen vacancies as the origin of the deep subgap feature.

Figure 2 (a) displays the valence band spectra for a-IGZO grown under oxygen-rich conditions before and after sputtering and annealing treatments to induce and manipulate the subgap feature. The spectra display the Zn 3d semi-core level and the predominately O 2p valence band. The a-IGZO films grown in these conditions were both structurally amorphous and optically transparent (i.e. no detectable subgap feature). For the as-loaded films, the valence band maximum is located approximately 3 eV below the Fermi level, with some weak band tailing between the VBM and the Fermi level. After ion sputtering, the formation of a subgap feature is observed above the VBM. The intensity of the subgap feature correlates with the degree of sputtering employed. The intensity of the induced subgap feature after the most severe sputter is comparable to the intensity of the subgap feature observed in the films grown in oxygen deficient conditions, discussed further below. Surprisingly, the complete recovery of the subgap-free state is achieved after a 15 minute anneal at 2000°C in vacuum. This temperature is significantly below the crystallization temperature of a-IGZO, and below the glass transition temperature of most flexible polymer substrates.

The corresponding chemical compositions in Fig. 2 (b) were calculated using both standard experimental sensitivity factors and a procedure to correct for the presence of adventitious carbon as per Ref. As both procedures resulted in the same trends in composition vs. subgap intensity we report only the corrected compositions. The positive correlation
between oxygen composition and subgap intensity is clear. We note that the as-loaded film was oxygen deficient compared to the desired stoichiometry of the target, but showed no subgap feature. These observations combined make a compelling case for the fact that oxygen vacancies cannot be the origin of the subgap bands in the electronic density of states.

To examine this further a larger data set of several a-IGZO samples grown on different substrates with different deposition parameters and environmental exposure was studied. To increase the signal to noise ratio of our valence band XPS spectra, without resorting to prohibitively long dwell times, we employed principle component analysis (PCA).\textsuperscript{22} We were able to greatly enhance the signal to noise ratio in all of our valence band spectra by taking advantage of previous measurements amounting to a total of 51 valence band spectra taken over the course of two years on several a-IGZO films. The four largest eigenvectors correspond to a minimum in the embedded error and each have a percent significance level below 10\% indicating that the spectra would be optimally reproduced by those eigenvectors.\textsuperscript{22} The reproduction of the data using the four largest eigenvectors given by PCA is illustrated in Fig. 3 (a).

The percent composition corresponding to each of the valence band spectra depicted in Fig. 3 (a) was calculated from the core regions. All peaks in the core regions related to surface contamination and metallic precipitates were excluded from the compositional analysis. The oxygen percent composition is plotted against the normalized subgap intensity in the bottom of Fig. 3 (b). The positive correlation between oxygen content and subgap intensity clearly seen in Fig. 2 (b) is also apparent in this larger data set as well. This clearly indicates that the origin of the subgap feature cannot be oxygen vacancies.

In addition, similar correlations between percent composition and normalized subgap intensity for the other elemental components were observed in both data sets as well. Although oxygen vacancies cannot be the origin of the deep subgap states, the relative increase of gallium available to coordinate with the oxygen (with respect to indium) is correlated with the formation of the subgap states. Our experimental results suggest that the local environment of the oxygen sites must be important. Indeed, the observed reduction of the subgap feature with mild annealing in reducing conditions (Fig. 2) is consistent with subtle changes in the local oxygen sites.

Atomistic electronic structure calculations were performed to determine the microscopic origin of the subgap feature. The calculated band structure, and associated electronic density
of states, of the stoichiometric a-IGZO composition (in some cases) contains subgap states, which confirms that oxygen vacancies are not the cause of these features. Depending on the quenching rate, localized electronic states are produced above the upper valence band, which have been confirmed to result from oxygen sites, see supplementary information for density of states plots.\textsuperscript{23} The conduction band remains unperturbed in all cases, consistent with the robust n-type conductivity. It is well known that the coordination environment of oxygen is highly sensitive to both the local and long-range electrostatic environment. This can be most succinctly described in the form of the site Madelung potential of oxygen, which for rutile and anatase structured TiO\textsubscript{2} has recently been shown to be the origin of the 0.4 eV valence band offset.\textsuperscript{24}

The distribution of the O Madelung potential, averaged over a number of amorphous structures, are compared to the layered crystalline state in Fig. 4. While the average values of the amorphous and crystalline phases are similar, the amorphous phase exhibits a much broader distribution. A larger potential results in enhanced stabilization of the O 2p states (higher binding energy), while a smaller potential correlates with a destabilization, i.e. the origin of the subgap features. The Madelung potential of an O site is largely controlled by the first coordination sphere; a lower coordination number and/or increased metal-oxygen separation result in a less-confining potential. Also shown in Fig. 4 is the real-space electron density associated with a subgap feature, which is localized on one of the O sites with the lowest electrostatic potential.

In conclusion, we have clearly demonstrated that the origin of the deep subgap feature in a-IGZO is the local coordination of the oxygen states and is not due to oxygen vacancies. Our experimental results indicate the ability to produce oxygen deficient films without necessarily producing a subgap feature. The subgap intensity can be controlled by varying the gallium content relative to indium content near the oxygen atoms. Our computational studies further disprove the role of oxygen vacancies, confirming the local coordination around the oxygen atoms as the source of the subgap feature. The local coordination of the subgap feature creates the potential for simultaneous high optical transparency and electron doping in TOAS by decoupling the intensity of the subgap feature from the oxygen deficiency of the film. Similar phenomena are expected in other functional amorphous oxide materials. Our findings provide not only a means of addressing the NBIS shift within current a-IGZO TTFTs with annealing but also suggests that \textit{p}-type TOAS may not necessarily limited by
deep subgap states.
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FIG. 1. The optical absorption, XRD, HAXPES, TEM, selected-area diffraction of amorphous, subgap-free a-IGZO grown in oxygen rich conditions.
FIG. 2. (a) Valence band XPS spectra of a-IGZO sputter deposited under oxygen rich conditions and subjected to various surface treatments. The near VBM region is magnified to emphasize the changes induced in the subgap states via the surface treatments. (b) The corresponding atomic composition is plotted as a function of subgap intensity.

Figure 1: The optical absorption, XRD, HAXPES, TEM, selected-area diffraction of amorphous, subgap-free a-IGZO grown in oxygen rich conditions.

Figure 2: (a) Valence band XPS spectra of a-IGZO sputter deposited under oxygen rich conditions and subjected to various surface treatments. The near VBM region is magnified to emphasize the changes induced in the subgap states via the surface treatments. (b) The corresponding atomic composition is plotted as a function of subgap intensity.
Figure 3: (a) The PCA data reduced valence band spectra of several IGZO samples grown on different substrates with different deposition parameters and environmental exposure. (b) The corresponding oxygen composition is plotted as a function of subgap intensity.

Figure 4: The calculated distribution of the local Madelung (electrostatic) potential of oxygen in a-IGZO. Large deviation in the potential are associated with localized oxygen sites with coordination significantly perturbed from the crystalline state. Inset is the electron density associated with one such oxygen.
FIG. 4. The calculated distribution of the local Madelung (electrostatic) potential of oxygen in a-IGZO. Large deviation in the potential are associated with localized oxygen sites with coordination significantly perturbed from the crystalline state. Inset is the electron density associated with one such oxygen.